
Reed Green (RAL6013)

RG6013
Mint (RAL6033)

MT6033
Green (RAL6004)

GN6004

Pebble Grey (RAL7032)

PG7032
Night Blue (RAL5022)

NB5022
Signal Red (RAL3001)

SR3001

Traffic Grey (RAL7042)

TG7042
Agate Grey (RAL7038)

AG7038
Mouse Grey (RAL7005)

GY7005

Grey White (RAL9002)

GW9002
Cream (RAL9001)

CW9001
Traffic White (RAL9016)

TW9016

Deep Red (RAL8012)

DR8012

Moss Grey (RAL7003)

MG7003

Jet Black (RAL9005)

JB9005

Painted Finishes (standard)

Specify color code when ordering.
Individual paint and finish samples  
are available upon request.

POWDER COAT PAINTED FINISHES
Powder coating eliminates runs, drips and sags common with liquid paint finishes. It is significantly more durable than conventional paints and is extremely resistant to chips, abrasions, 
heat up to 400° F, UV light, fuel and chemicals.  All of Visa Lighting's colored paint options are powder coat, reducing its overall environmental impact while maintaining the Visa 
Lighting standard of quality. There are no solvents or hazardous materials used in the process. Paint finishes are blended specifically for Visa Lighting and are powder comb tested to 
ensure 1-2 mil on interior products for durability and 2-3 mil on exterior products to provide extra protection for outdoor architectural spaces.  Antimicrobial coating is standard on 
patient care products.

RAL Classics, the most recognized samples set, a collection of 210 colors used widely in architecture. Visa Lighting’s color palette features RAL colors with a satin surface finish. 
Additional RAL Classic series colors are available at a slight premium.  Custom color matching is also available.  Visa's powders are exceptionally durable and corrosion resistant, with 
excellent chemical, stain and scratch resistance.  They also possess superior over-bake resistance and a 2H hardness level. The powders are reclaimable, safe, and environmentally 
friendly.

800-788-VISA 
www.visalighting.com

Acrylic Powder Coat

Silver Hammertone
SLH

Verdigris Powder
VER

Polyurethane Powder Coat



Sungold
SUNG

Copper
COPR

Rich Copper
RCOP

Coppertone
COPT

Imperial Brass
IBRS

Black-Silver Hammertone
BLH

Red-Bronze Hammertone
RBH

Old Bronze
OBRZ

Blade Silver
BSIL

Glimmer
GLIM

Graphite Silver
GSIL

Bronze
BRNZ

Bronze Matte
BMAT

Black-Brass Hammertone
BBH

Pearl Beige (RAL1035)

PB1035

Painted Finishes (standard)

Specify color code when ordering.
Individual paint and finish samples  
are available upon request.

Powder coating provides a finish that is 
both durable and sustainable.

Polyester Powder Coat

800-788-VISA 
www.visalighting.com



Metal Finishes (premium options)

Brushed Stainless Steel (BHMA630)

BSS
Brushed Chrome (BHMA626)

BCB

Brushed Chrome Alternative
BCA

Polished Chrome (BHMA625)

CB

Brushed Bronze (BHMA612)

BZ
Brushed Copper
BU

Brushed Textured Stainless Steel
SF

Satin Nickel Alternative
SNA

Satin Nickel (BHMA619)

SN

Polished Brass (BHMA605)

PB
Polished Stainless Steel (BHMA629)

PSS
Grinder Finished Aluminum
GFA

Verdigris Patina over Copper
VG

Specular Anodized Aluminum
AA

Brushed Brass (BHMA606)

BB
Brushed Aluminum
BA

For accurate metal matching use BHMA 
standard or request finish samples.
Individual paint and finish samples  
are available upon request.

ANSI/BHMA MATERIAL FINISH STANDARDS
Visa recognizes the use of ANSI/BHMA standard.  The BHMA reference number is provided below the finish sample. All Visa finishes are grade level 1. Visa also utilizes this standard 
as a means for specifiers to communicate a desired surface treatment, should one be desired, that is not offered as a standard finish.

METAL FINISHES
Architecture, like light, is a balance of art and science.  Proper metal finishing is the essence of art and old world craftsmanship.  Visa Lighting’s metal finishes are spun, polished and 
finished by artisans in our Milwaukee, Wisconsin facility.  Trust in quality allows Visa Lighting to extend a five year limited warranty on product finishes; guaranteeing the craftsmanship, 
beauty and durability of each product.  The DCC option (Damp Clear Coat) is required  for 5 year warranty when used in damp locations.

NICKEL AND CHROME
Nickel and Chrome continue to be high demand finishes.  However, LEED and other sustainability initiatives increase the awareness of how these finishes affect the environment. Plating 
is prohibited in many states.  Visa Lighting developed alternatives to decrease environmental impact and increase product value while continuing to meet the demand for 
nickel and chrome finishes.  

NICKEL AND CHROME ALTERNATIVE
Satin Nickel Alternative (SNA) and Brushed Chrome Alternative (BCA), utilize a dye application within a UV resistant clear coating over an aluminum substrate.  The end results are 
finishes with a natural metal appearance that closely match the plated counterparts.  With no impact on lead time, and none of the environmental issues associated with conventional 
plating, these new finishes can be applied to product designs not well suited to plating.  Costing less than plating services, alternative finishes are versatile and environmentally 
appropriate. 

800-788-VISA 
www.visalighting.com



All luminous acrylic diffusers used indoors include a matte finish to enhance softness of illumination and to produce a more glass-like appearance. This scratch resistant surface is 
specifically designed to be durable and easily cleaned using mild cleansers during routine building maintenance.

Other Materials (premium options)

Natural Spanish Alabaster
SA

Hand-Painted Alabaster Alternative
ABA

Cherry Wood
CW

Arctic Crush

Oyster Linen Acrylic

AR

OLIN

Paper Leaf

Silver Spun Clear Crushed Glass

PP

SL CCG

White Birch
WB

Natural Mahogany
NM

Glacier Ice Acrylic Orange Krush Acrylic White Mist Acrylic
GIA OKA WMA

Patterned Glass Diffuser
PGD

Opal White Glass
GD

Wood finishes are 
unfinished for field staining

Individual paint and finish samples  
are available upon request.

Alabaster Alternative (ABA) — 
ABA acrylics are hand painted by local artists. Multilayered paint over an acrylic 
substrate produces a luminous diffuser with the character and natural appearance 
of alabaster at a fraction of the cost and with less fixture weight.  This finish can be 
applied to designs that cannot be produced in real marble materials.

Lumicor® Lens Options — 
Dedicated to providing innovative 
products and solutions, Visa Lighting 
includes seven resin material options 
for lensing. This recyclable material 
transforms the personality of classic Visa 
Lighting products. Additional material 
options are available through our 
variations team. 

800-788-VISA 
www.visalighting.com

Glass

Wood

Lumicor

Alabaster

Colored Acrylic

Blue Crushed Glass
BCG

Standard Matte Acrylic Diffuser Finish

Tiger Taipei
TT

(Update to Saffron Taipei)




